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In the long period of recorded medical history many family
names have appeared repeatedly, but only occasionally have there
been successive generations sufficiently outstanding to receive much
attention. During the 18th and 19th centuries, however, there
were at least three families whose long service at prominent uni-
versities suggests the existence of an educational dynasty. In Scot-
land the three Alexander Monros dominated anatomy (and surg-
ery) at Edinburgh for 126 years. In America the Warren family
was represented in anatomy and surgery at Harvard from post-
Revolutionary days until the early part of the 20th century. From
1748 when Johann Friedrich Meckel, the elder, became a doctor
of medicine until 1856 when his great-grandson died, there were
only a few years when one of the Meckels was not directing studies
in normal orpathological anatomy at Berlin, Halle, or Bern. Their
relationships may be quickly grasped from the accompanying gene-
alogical tree:
JOHANN FRIEDRICH MECKEL (1724-1774)
(Teacher of anatomy, surgery, botany, and obstetrics at the College
of Medicine and Surgerj of Berlin 1748-1774)
PHILIPP FRIEDRICH THEODOR MECKEL (1755-1803)
(Prof. anatomy, surgery, and obstetrics at Halle 1779-1803)
JOHANN FRIEDRICH MECKEL AUGUST ALBRECHT MECKEL
(1781-1833) (1790-1829)
(Prof. anatomy and physiology at (Prof. anatomy and legal medicine at
Halle 1805-1833) Bern 1821-1829)
(JOHANN) HEINRICH MECKEL VON
HEMSBACH (1821-1856)
(Teacher of pathological anatomy at Uni-
versity of Berlin 1851-1856)
* From the Section of Neuro-Anatomy, Department of Anatomy, Yale Univer-
sity School of Medicine. Read, in part, before the Nathan Smith Club, April 30,
1937.
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The contribution that the Meckels have made to anatomy is
more readily recognized because they have left the family name
attached to structures which the student of medicine of a few years
ago knew only by that designation. Contemporary disciples of
anatomy need not be confused by the profusion of Meckels since the
usage of BNA terminology has been so widely adopted, but by
ignoring eponyms, they lose the historical view of medicine which
so enriches medical culture. Only the historically minded student
of medicine knows that cavum Meckelii, ganglion Meckeliima/us,
and ganglion Meckelii minus bear the eponym of Johann Friedrich
Meckel, the elder, that ligamentum Meckelii and receptaculum
Meckelii bear the eponym of Philipp Friedrich Theodor Meckel,
and that it was Johann Friedrich Meckel the younger, who furnished
the eponym for cartilago Meckelii and diverticulum Meckelii.
In the hope that some may be interested in this family, and that
a part of the confusion surrounding the name of Meckel may be
deared, a short biography of each of the members of this family
who made significant contributions to the study of anatomy is
presented.
JOHANN FRIEDRICH MECKEL I (1724-17-74)
Johann Friedrich Meckel was born at Wetzlar, July 31, 1724,*
to Philipp Ludwig Meckel and Marie Magdelen Moller. His
father was a doctor oflaws, court counsellor to the King of Denmark
and the Margrav of Brandenburg, and advocate and prosecutor of
the imperial high court at Wetzlar. He was of the Wetzlar nobil-
ity, the Hesse-Nassau family of Meckel von Hemsbach, but the
title was not used again by the descendants in whom we are inter-
ested until revived in 1839 bythewidow ofAugustAlbrecht Meckel.
His mother was the daughter of Georg Christopher Moller, doctor
and professor of medicine at the University of Giessen, and physi-
cian in ordinary to theimperial chamber at Wetzlar. She diedwhen
young Fritz, as he was called, was two years old, and her sister
cared for him in his infancy. Under his father's supervision, private
*The year of birth has been variously given in biographical accounts as 1713,
1714, 1717, and 1724 through typographical errors which have been copied from
author to author without recourse to authoritative sources. That the date given
above (1724) is the correct one is evident from the autobiographical note5 written
by the candidate for the doctorate and from the eulogy.3
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tutors instructed him in the fundamentals of knowledge and in the
humanities, arts, philosophy, and history until he was ready for
more formal education at the university. He was inclined by his
father's example and that of one of his tutors to the study of law,
although it is said that his maternal grandfather urged upon him
the attractions of medicine.
On the advice of Johann Jakob Ritter (1714-1784), native of
Bern and in 1748 professor of medicine and anatomy at the Univer-
sity of Franeker, Friedrich Meckel matriculated at the newly
founded George August University of G8ttingen in 1742, apparently
to take up work in law. He shortly changed his interests and
devoted himself with zeal to the study of medicine under the direc-
tion of the great Albrecht von Haller (1708-1777), who, Meckel
wrote:
. . .gave me access not only to his anatomical, physiological, surgical, and
botanical collections, but also to his most excellently furnished library, always
treating me with wonderful kindness.
The association with Haller in the anatomy laboratory and on
botanical excursions evidently meant much to the teacher as well as
to the student, for in a sincere and beautifully wor-ded farewell
appended to Meckel's dissertation, Haller wrote:
Allow me to recall the work we did together, nor must you call me
vain if I mingle with your worth the memory of myself. How often,
delighted with the innocent pleasures of the trees and flowers, did we slip
through the fields, over the hills, through the dark passes of the Schwarzwald,
through pleasant glades and swamps dear only to ourselves. There is some-
thing very sweet in this memory, for, though its sadness moves me, it will
never let me forget a pupil who, I am confident, is destined to such great-
ness; nor will it allow you in a short space to forget the teacher who will
have gone to his eternal rest. How often together have we sought the
truth in the corpses of men and in the members of living animals, and found
it beautiful even in such unclean places; how often seen with joy the wide-
streaming rays of dawn, the morning shining upon the hoped-for truth,
the while we rejoiced together.
The next year (1743), at the wish of his father, he went to
Berlin to take up studies under August Buddeus (1696-1752),
one of the distinguished pupils of the great Boerhaave. There he
made sufficient impression on Buddeus and on Eller (1689-1760),
royal physician and Dean of the College of Medicine, to be made
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a prosector during his second winter. In addition to his study of
anatomy, he attended many dinical lectures, especially those of
Sproegel (1699-1759), Pallas (1694-1770), and Henckel (1712-
1779). He found time to carry on his botanical field trips in com-
pany with Dr. Gleditsch (1714-1786) and to attend lectures in
chemistry given by Dr. Pott (1692-1777) and in physics by the
famous Marggraf (1709-1782). At the end of that year (1745)
he gave a public lecture on the brain, as a valedictory before return-
ing to G85ttingen to continue his studies under Haller. In three
years he received his doctor's degree and published his inaugural dis-
sertation, dealing with the 5th pair of cranial nerves, by which he
thoroughly impressed his teachers and fellow students. It estab-
lished such a reputation that on his return to Berlin he was warmly
received, not only by his former friends but by the scientifically elite
of the capital. He was promptly elected to the Royal Academy of
Sciences and Belle-Lettres and during the succeeding 24 years pub-
lished most of his scientific contributions in its Memoires. He was
again appointed prosector in anatomy and given a new position as
demonstrator to the midwives. When, in 1751, the agitation of
the surgeon, Henckel, resulted in the establishment of a school of
midwifery in connection with the Charite Hospital, the direction of
the new school was placed in the hands of Meckel. According to
Siebold7 the new appointee knew so little about the practice of
obstetrics that Henckel complained of obtaining no cooperation from
him in the practical teaching of the art, for Meckel was content with
demonstrations in the anatomical theater. Hagen (1734-1792), a
student under Meckel and later a successor to his post in obstetrics,
complained in his autobiography2 that he had never seen a delivery
until he helplessly witnessed the difficult birth of his own first child.
It was evident throughout Meckel's life that his first and only real
love was anatomy. Upon the death of Buddeus (Dec. 21, 1752)
he was appointed professor of anatomy, botany, and obstetrics.
Meckel was not a prolific writer of scientific papers. The fame
which has carried his name throughout almost two centuries rests
chiefly upon the description of the anatomy and physiology of the
trigeminal nerve. The anatomical structures with which his eponym
is connected are the dural pocket (cavum Meckelii) lodging the
Gasserian ganglion, the submaxillary (or submandibular) ganglion
(ganglion Meckelii minus), and the sphenopalatine ganglion (gang-
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lion Meckelii majus). The first two were described in his thesis
and the last in his first communication to the Royal Academy. The
distribution of the fifth nerve, even to its finest ramifications, was
described so minutely that Portal, thirty-two years later, complained,
"il est bien difficile, pour ne pas dire impossible, de trouver dans un
seul sujet tous les rameaux nerveux dont parle Meckel." The
meticulous dissection of which he was capable is nowhere better
shown than in the description of the sphenopalatine ganglion and
of the nerves of the face.* His interpretation of the function of
the ganglion, applying to all other neural ganglia as well, has the
virtue of fitting the facts as far as it goes. He discarded, for logi-
cally phrased reasons, the three current hypotheses that the ganglia
cool the animal spirits, that they prevent shocks from reaching the
brain, or that they are sites ofsecretion ofthe nervous fluid. Instead,
it was deduced from anatomical observation that the ganglia serve
to facilitate the splitting up and distribution of nerve trunks.
His other early reports dealt with cardiovascular pathology, with
the deposit of pigment in the skin and braint of the negro, with
calcified masses found in various parts of the body, with ovarian and
peritoneal cysts, with intestinal obstructions and intussusception, and
with thoracic steatoma and pneumothorax. When Alexander
Monro, Secundus (1733-1817), went to the Continent in 1755-56,
he lived in Meckel's home. The product of their joint researches
* At the time he was writing this paper young Meckel was courting and marry-
ing (Dec. 30, 1750) Charlotte Louise Kahmann or Camman, daughter of a Privy
Secretary. It may not be distorting the actual facts to read into the following
passages some of the subjective observations made by the young suitor and husband.
"Mais a cette sensibilite de ces nerfs est attache encore un sentiment particulier
qu'eprouve le corps, & qui consiste en ce que l'irritation de ces nerfs, qui sont
repandus dans les levres, passant au moyen des anastomoses des rameau du nerf
sous-orbital avec le dur (facial), & de celui-ci avec les cervicaux & l'intercostal
(sympathetic chain); cette irritation, dis-je, des nerfs des levres va dans tous les
nerfs du corps; de maniere qu'un baiser donne a une personne cherie, remue tous
les nerfs du corps, & precipite le cours du fluide nerveux, qui dans la passion de
l'amour donne aux actions des parties du corps quelconques une plus grande vivacite.
D'oiu l'on pourroit inferer, qu'en douant les levres de cette grande subtilite, qu'elles
tiennent de la multitude des nerfs qui s'y trouvent, & qui par leurs anastomoses
correspondent a tous les autres nerfs du corps, on pourroit, dis-je, en inferer, que la
Nature a en vue, de nous porter par cette structure des levres a un amour reciproque."
t It has been suggested by Dr. Harvey Cushing that the color of the brain might
be the result of the deposit of blood pigments in a malaria-infested African.
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on the lymphatic system appeared as two parts of an epistle to
Haller. During the last 15 years of his life, Meckel devoted him-
selfto further studies on the lymphatics, on the anatomy and pathol-
ogy of the brain and their relation to insanity, and on the fluid secre-
tions of the body. One of his last publications was the report of
the operative repair of a congenital inguinal hernia suffered by his
friend and colleague, Johannes George Zimmermann (1728-1795),
physician in ordinary to the Elector of Hanover. In all of his writ-
inIgs there is evidence of an alert mind seeking an explanation of
normal physiology and anatomy by examining deranged conditions.
His case histories were brief but complete, his description of the
pathology objective and clear, and his analysis of the efficacy of the
treatment incisive. Wherever interpretation of function was pos-
sible it was offered, and the deductions compared with current
dogma. His astute conclusions are not entirely vitiated by the fact
that, like his preceptor Haller, he accepted the current Galenical
theory of animal spirits, nor by his failure to be sufficiently critical
of his technic of lymphatic injection. He made serious errors in
experiments, but his anatomical dissections and descriptions are
almost beyond reproach. He planned to prepare and publish a
great collection of copper-plate representations of anatomical studies,
but ill health and his enormous practice prevented the completion
of the project. Six copper plates showing the lymphatics were
finally published (1828) by his grandson and namesake as part
of a celebration honoring Sommering.
In addition to his duties as professor of anatomy, botany, and
obstetrics, Meckel engaged successfully in the practice of medicine
soon after his permanent establishment in Berlin. In the biographi-
cal eulogy read January 26, 1775, to the Royal Academy by its per-
manent secretary, Samuel Formey,3 he was described as uniting in
his person all the qualities that make a great doctor. Freely trans-
lating part of the eulogy, we read:
I believe . . . he was best fitted for the curing of acute, severe, often
desperate illnesses rather than of those of a chronic type. He had, in the
former cases, good ideas and admirable resources; which came perhaps
from the fact that he utilized every energy of his extremely lively mind which
did not like to follow in detail the course of long illnesses. He never lost
sight of a patient in danger, would make his visits several times a day and
at the most critical hours; his face revealed interest, disquietude, worry,
and pain; and one could judge that the patient was out of danger when
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Dr. Meckel reduced the number of visits and no longer appeared worried.
Thus, although to others he usually appeared severe and even imperious,
he gained and held the confidence of a great number of persons who, in losing
him, believed they had lost everything.
In personal appearance, Professor Meckel was not particularly
impressive. His stature was a little below average, his features
regular and his facial expression pleasant except when some discom-
fort dominated it. Overwork, worry, and hypersensitiveness began
to show in his demeanor while he was still a relatively young man.
Professional jealousy, gossip, and personal bitterness all rested
heavily on his mind, throwing him into depressions which, with the
strain of great activity, weakened his physical vitality. In these
unhappy periods his caustic tongue would excoriate his real and
fancied enemies, often driving even his friends from him so that he
felt more lonely than ever. During the last year of his life he suf-
fered from a pulmonary affliction which, although it greatly increased
his melancholia and led him to resign his professorship, did not pre-
vent him from making the usual sick calls until a few days before
his death, September 18, 1774.
The emotional instability as well as the great intelligence and
technical skill that characterized Johann Friedrich, the elder, reap-
peared in his descendants. As the charm of youth passed off and
adult responsibilities weighed on them offering conflicts of person-
alities, the Meckels responded with an imperiousness, rudeness, and
incivility associated with a melancholia which so far overshadowed
their really sensitive tenderness that only their intimates could
appreciate their fine personal qualities. The more kindly and
understanding attributed the personality changeto overwork; others
to pure meanness and conceit.
This trait deeply colored the lives of his son Philipp and grand-
son Johann Friedrich. Heinrich Theodor, another of Philipp's
sons, was mentally deranged for some time before his death, and
Heinrich's son, Adolf, took his own life. Two sons of August
Albrecht died in an insane asylum while still young, and another
son, Heinrich, who is to be discussed later, died at the early age
of 35, but not before he had begun to show many of the family
characteristics.
During his lifetime many honors came to Johann Friedrich
Meckel as the reward of his industry, intelligence, and skill. In
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1761 Morgagni (1682-1771) did him the honor of dedicating to
him the fifth book of his famous treatise on pathology, De sedibus
et causis morborum per anatomen indagatis libri qwsi. In return,
10 years later, Meckel dedicated to Morgagni the report of his
recent investigations of the lymphatics: Nova experimenta et obser-
vationes de finibus venarum ac vasorum lymphaticorum. In addi-
tion to his appointment as professor ordinarius in the College of
Medicine and Surgery and his election to membership in the Royal
Academy of Sciences and Belles-Lettres, he was a fellow of the
Supreme College of Medicine, a member of the Royal Society of
Sciences of Gottingen, the Royal Academy of Sweden, and a corre-
sponding member of the Academy of Sciences of Paris. At the
time of his death he is said to have been first surgeon to the King
ofPrussia, Frederick the Great. In 1773, the knightly title, "Edler
von Hemsbach" was acknowledged for him and for his brother,
George Ludwig Meckel.
PHILIPP FRIEDRICH THEODOR MECKEL (1755-1803)
Of the two sons and five daughters that Charlotte Louise
Kahmann (Camman) bore to Johann Friedrich Meckel, only one
son entered his father's profession. He, Philipp Friedrich Theodor
Meckel, was born in Berlin, April 30, 1755,* and, like his father
and his son, was always known in the family as "Fritz,"-a source
of some confusion to biographers. His early education was super-
vised by his father, who gave him training also in anatomy and in
technic of anatomical preparation, at first against his will. Like
his father, however, he was of a practical nature and skillful with
his hands. In 1774, at the age of 19, he had already won dis-
tinguished recognition in the anatomy course at Berlin. He spent
one year at Gottingen, where his father had studied, and then went
to Strassburg to study under Johann Friedrich Lobstein, the elder
(1736-1784). There he became prosector of anatomy and worked
out his doctor's thesis on the labyrinth of the ear, taking his degree
in 1777. From this beautifully illustrated thesis is derived the
application of his eponym to a portion of the anterior ligament of
* Benekel adduces convincing evidence from church records and a birthday
commemorative ode that the year of birth was 1755 rather than 1756, the year
usually given.
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the malleus (band or ligament of Meckel) and to the receptaculum
Meckelii in the labyrinth. Although his experimental injections
of quicksilver and the use of frozen sections were not sufficient to
prove conclusively his opinion that the canals contain watery fluid
and not blood, yet the technics were ingenious and the deductions
supported by later embryological and histological investigations
of others.
Following his father's plan, Philipp began to travel and make
contacts in other countries. He went to Louis (1723-1792) in
Paris and to Edinburgh where he was probably received by Alex-
ander Monro, Secundus, who had enjoyed his father's hospitality
in Berlin. In London, Hunter* received him like a son. His per-
sonality proved so captivating and his anatomical and obstetrical
knowledge so expanded under Hunter's tutelage that the latter
offered him an appointment. When this proposition was submitted
to Frederick the Great, the king promptly ordered him to take the
vacant chair of anatomy, surgery, and obstetrics at Halle, for Prussia
could not afford to lose so promising a son of so illustrious a father.
So in 1779 Professor Meckel, at the age of 24, took up his
duties in Halle. In anticipation of his arrival the University pre-
pared a new anatomical theater on the first floor of the "Komodien-
haus" on the Paradeplatz. The new theater replaced the old one
on the second floor of the same building which had been equipped
by Coschwitz (1679-1729) in 1727 at his own expense. This was
an improvement from some points of view, but unfortunately the
vacated second floor rooms were given over to the library, whose
frequenters objected to the concomitants of dissection. A letter
from the commander of the military garrison to the faculty com-
plained also that the evil odors disturbed the soldiers on parade as
well as the neighboring folk and actually produced sickness as well
as nausea; thatbones and flesh were thrown into the street. Where-
upon Meckel replied, "dass niemals Fleisch oder Knochen vor der
Anatomie gelegen; Blutwasser muss ich dahin werfen lassen, weil
ich es wegen Einrichtung des Gebiaudes nirgends anders lassen
kann.-Ich selbst habe (den Geruch anlangend) unzahlige Maleden
* It is not clear whether this was William or John, but since Philipp received
instruction chiefly in anatomy and obstretrics, it is probable that William was his
host and teacher. He was at this time (1777) physician to the Queen while John
had just been appointed surgeon extraordinary to the King.
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Versuch gemacht und nur in der Distanz von einigen Fiussen die
duftende Atmosphare wahrgenommen." He thus established him-
self as true to his profession-incapable of discerning the odors
that even today are attributed to the dissecting room. Repeated
efforts were made to move the theater to the basement or to the
towers of the Moritzburg (called the "Residenz"), the castle built
by the Archbishop of Magdeburg. Finally, in 1788, the wing of
the castle that was not destroyed during the Thirty Years War was
fitted up to provide an anatomical and chemical laboratory. In con-
trast to Coschwitz' theater, which boasted paintings and ornamental
ceilings to say nothing of the busts of famous people, these rooms
were small and bare, with low ceilings, and roughly whitewashed
walls. The windows were few and small, set in deep gloomy niches.
The Saale river ran along one side of the building and inside every-
thing was so damp that preparations became moldy. The lecture
room was furnished with a round demonstration table surrounded
by four rows of benches in tiers. There was no provision for venti-
lation or gas-light and the water pipes were never carried into the
building but ended in the courtyard which served as entryway as
well as a place for maceration and bleaching of bones. These were
the quarters in which four of the Meckels worked.
The anatomical collection which Philipp began was kept in
parts of his own house and only after the death of his son and the
sale of the collection to the University was it moved to the "Resi-
denz." His early training and the inheritance of a large part of his
father's collection,* as well as the wealth of material that now
became available to him led to an absorbing interest in pathological
anatomy. He missed no opportunity for autopsy or dissection and
the augmentation of his collection. He personally dissected the
bodies and mounted the skeletons of three of his own children who
died in infancy. His will specifically designated that his own body
should be dissected after death and that any noteworthy portion of
the viscera should be preserved as museum material.t His skeleton
*Welcker8 absolutely denied that any of the collection of Johann Friedrich, the
elder, was incorporated in the Halle collection. He reported Johann Friedrich, the
younger, as speaking of his father, Philipp, as the founder of it. Benekel and most
other biographers, however, mention the inheritance by Philipp of most of the elder
Meckel's Berlin collection.
t John Collins Warren (1778-1855) left similar instructions in a letter to his
son (Packard: Hist. of Med. in U. S., 1931, i, p. 441).
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was prepared and placed in a cabinet which today contains as well,
the skulls of his son Heinrich Theodor and of his grandsons Fried-
rich and Albrecht, added in 1850 by the third grandson, Heinrich.
According to a family tradition, quoted by Beneke, when Philipp's
widow was told by the preparer of her husband's skeleton that he
had found 13 pairs of ribs, she replied: "Oh, how pleased he would
have been if only he had lived to see it." Of this passionate interest
his colleague Reil said: "Sein Lieblingsaufenthalt war ihm die
Galerie seiner Toten, wie dem Dichter ein romantisches Thal."
He refused the 200,000 roubles which Czar Paul I offered him for
the collection, perhaps as one of the unsuccessful inducements to
bring him permanently to St. Petersburg.
One year after his arrival in Halle the eligible young bachelor
married Auguste Johanna Charlotte Lauer, daughter of Johann
Jakob Lauer (or Laur), a merchant. Her onlychild, Johann Fried-
rich, was born October 13, 1781, but she died less than a year after
his birth. Eight months later Philipp married Katharina Theresia
Luise Jetzke, daughter of the Ecclesiastical Counsellor in Halle,
who cared for the child as if he were her own. There was always
harmony between him and the four sons and two daughters* that
resulted from the new union.
In 1783 Meckel declined a call to the chair of anatomy which
Lobstein was leaving at Strassburg. The reorganization of the
clinical facilities in 1788 placed the surgical clinic under his direction
and the medical clinic under Johann Christian Reil (1759-1813).
During the years 1788-89 and 1800-01 Meckel served also as
"Prorektor" of the University.
Because of his rich anatomical and physiological knowledge, his
practical sense and experience, and his inventive mind, Meckel has
been termed one of the founders of the modern art of obstetrics.
He added some instruments of his own device to the armamentarium
of the accoucheur. The translation and editing, with his own prac-
tical additions, of Baudelocque's L'Art des Accouchements in 1782
had great influence on German practise. His renown was so great
that in 1795 Catherine the Great invited him to St. Petersburg to
inspect and supervise the medical institutions of the capital. Two
* Heinrich Theodor, August Albrecht, Karl Tobias, Wilhelm Ferdinand, Char-
lotte, and Pauline. Three other children died in infancy.
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years later, in December 1797,* at the suggestion of Frederick Wil-
helm II he was called to attend the childbed of the new Czarina
Maria Feodorovna. Meckel was well paid for these services and
honored with the titles of Privy Counsellor and Physician to the
Queen. The magnificent diamond heirlooms acquired at this time
are said by Beneke to be still in the possession of his descendants.
The invitation to remain as director of medical institutions in St.
Petersburg was repeated and the temptation resisted reluctantly.
Somewhere in his busy life Professor Meckel found time for
literary activity but he was never as prolific a writer as his father
or his son. Most of his contributions, after his thesis appeared,
dealt with dinical or pathological material. His translation and
revision of Baudelocque went through three editions. He contrib-
uted notes and remarks to the German translation of Haller's Primae
Lineae Physiologiae by Sommering (1755-1830) and articles on the
medico-legal aspects of infanticide. He founded and edited a new,
but short-lived, journal of practical surgery and medicine. Two
posthumous publications were the edition of Voigtel's (1770-1813)
famous Handbuch der pathologischen Anatomie which he super-
vised and to which he made additions, and a memoire on the double
uterus in the Journal fi2r anatomische Varietaten, edited by his son.
During the latter part of his life Philipp displayed the person-
ality change characteristic of his family, but for intimates and stu-
dents there was preserved a heart-warming tenderness and paternal
interest. He died March 17 or 18, 1803.
JOHANN FRIEDRICH MECKEL II (1781-1833)
The youth of Johann Friedrich Meckel, the younger, had none
of the shadows which so deeply overcast the later part of his life.
High spirited, proud, full of the joy of living, he was welcomed
everywhere and his friends were numerous, especially in the cirde
of the prominent families of Halle. His light blue eyes, blonde
* Accounts of these trips to St. Petersburg vary. The one given above is from
Beneke's report of Reil's biographical eulogy published March 17, 1804, in the
Halleschen Patriotischen Wochenblatt on the first anniversary of Philipp Friedrich's
death, a seemingly authentic source. Other sources, among them the Nouv. biogr.
gener. (1860), state that he attended the Czarina in 1796 at the birth of her
eighth child, the later Czar Nicholas I, remaining for half a year, and that he
returned again in 1798.
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curly hair concealing a high forehead, and his expressive features
prejudiced in his favor those he met, an opinion which was rapidly
confirmed on further acquaintance by the witty and acute observa-
tions which enlivened his conversation and, later, his lectures. Only
with the bitter unhappiness of the last twenty years of his life did
his countenance acquire a certain hardness derived in part from the
thin-lipped mouth from which searing, sarcastic, though still witty
comments came with greater ease than the formerly effortless flow
of good-natured humor.
He was born on October 13, 1781,* in Halle, where his
early youth was spent and where he attended school until 1795.
Some of his spare time and perhaps some which he did not con-
sider spare, was required by his father for assistance in the prep-
aration of specimens for the collection. He is reported to have
been disindined to follow medicine and especially anatomy, perhaps
because of his too early introduction to it. At the age of 14 he was
sent to the gymnasium in Magdeburg where the fundamentals of
learning were administered to him. Near the end of this period,
he accompanied his father on the trip to St. Petersburg and shortly
after that was enrolled in the University of Halle. There he came
under the influence of several stimulating teachers, Kurt Sprengel
(1766-1833), professor of botany and of the history of medicine,
Johann Christian Reil (1759-1813), and his own illustrious father.
From Reil he learned the increasingly significant place of chemistry
in biological studies and from Sprengel the idea of ontogeny and of
phylogeny. From his father he acquired an intimate knowledge of
human and comparative anatomy and the technic of delicate prepara-
tions which stood him in such excellent stead throughout the rest of
his life. Under the tutelage of these three he developed that
objectivity in investigation so important in the scientific method.
Shortly before he was ready to receive the doctorate, he spent two
semesters (1801-02) at G6ttingen following the footsteps of his
father and grandfather. There he studied obstetrics under Osiander
(1759-1822), anatomy under Wrisberg (1739-1808) and began
forthe first time really to understand the significance of all his prep-
aration when he listened to the lectures of Blumenbach (1752-1840)
on comparative anatomy. When he returned to Halle he com-
* The correct date of his birth, according to Beneke, is that given above and
not October 17, as usually stated.
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pleted and defended his thesis, De conditionibus cordis abnormibus,
and was granted his doctorate April 8, 1802. This thesis was really
but an introduction to a field in which he spent much of his life.
It was an examination of the cases in his father's collection which
exhibited cardiac malformation and disease. With his formal
studies completed, Fritz started on a "Studentenreise" to Wurzburg
and then to Vienna where he could examine the famous anatomical
collection purchased from Lieberkuhn and the injected preparations
of Barth. He kept up his dinical contacts and broadened his knowl-
edge of pathology through J. Peter Frank (1745-1821), a brilliant
and stimulating teacher. His father's death brought a sudden ter-
mination to his studies in Vienna. When he reached Halle by spe-
cial post, he was so dazed that he wandered about the streets for
several hours before he could bring himself to enter the house where
his father's body lay. He remained in Halle during the succeeding
year, working on the collection his father had left him and preparing
for publication a paper which his father had written on several cases
of uterus duplex. He planned the first volume of a new journal
(Journal filr anatomische Varietiten) in which this article by his
father appeared in 1805.
During the year of 1804 he also worked on the embryology of
the brain with Reil, the results of which were published in Reil's
Archiv in 1808, and continued the study of congenital defects of the
heart which he had introduced in his thesis. The latter is marked
by the mature judgment and the insight which led him to consider
embryological factors as more important than external mechani-
cal factors in the production of anomalies. Justus Christian von
Loder (1753-1832) had succeeded to his father's position as pro-
fessor of anatomy, obstetrics, and surgery, and, on May 16, 1805,
Meckel was appointed professor extraordinarius under Loder.
At about this time the glory of the Napoleonic era drew him to
Paris where Cuvier, Lamarck, and Geoffrey St. Hilaire were going
over the great collections, classifying, naming, and describing new
animals, and theorizing about their relationships. He became an
intimate friend of Cuvier and was closely associated with Alexander
von Humboldt, whose wide knowledge and interests made him a
stimulating companion. While he was in Paris he perfected his
knowledge of French, English, and Italian which enabled him to
gain the wide knowledge of scientific literature so characteristic of
him. He made frequent visits to the art galleries where he learned
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a critical appreciation of the treasures to be found there and dis-
covered his own talent for drawing, which is so beautifully demon-
strated in the many illustrations of his scientific papers. It was a
talent which others in his family discovered also. His brother,
August Albrecht, and his nephew, Heinrich, have left some remark-
ably fine contributions to scientific illustration. Another nephew,
Adolf, was a painter of some note. The stimulating effect of the
Parisian atmosphere can hardlybe over-estimated. Naturally enthu-
siastic and ambitious, Meckel planned far-reaching programs of
study. He secured permission from Cuvier to prepare a German
translation of the Lepons d'anatomie comparee and began the task
where he could refer to the original specimens described and make
corrections and additions as he found them desirable. His addi-
tions were chiefly descriptions of anomalies and of embryological
development. The effect of all this was to ground him still further
in comparative anatomy and to make him thoroughly familiar with
the philosophy of Cuvier.
While in Paris, he prepared many of the items that appeared
in his Abhandlungen (1806), which was dedicated to Cuvier in
warm, impulsive, and admiring language. His scientific studies
were not confined to the museum, however, for in the spring and
summer he roamed the French countryside collecting eggs for the
study ofavian embryology. During the winter of 1805-06 he went
to the Alps to study the hibernation habits of marmots and the
following summer he went to Italy to carry on marine investigations.
His time there was cut short by the news of the Napoleonic invasion
of Prussia and he is reported to have crossed the Alps on foot from
Florence in haste to reach Halle where his widowed and beloved
step-mother was maintaining the home. One account states that
he arrived in Halle the same day that Napoleon took up his head-
quarters in his mother's home, the "Riesenhaus" on Grossen Berlin.
It was from this house that Napoleon issued decrees closing the Uni-
versity, dismissing the professors, and sending home 600 non-resi-
dent students. His request to see Meckel's collection is said to have
been flatly refused by the irate and unwilling host, who locked it up
and departed for Leipzig for a few days. Napoleon stayed only a
day or so, but the "Riesenhaus" was occupied by the commanding
officers of the French until the end of 1807. It is easy to see how
the natural antagonism of a hot-blooded patriot would become
increasingly bitter under the continuous and aggravating presence of
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the conquerors in his home. His step-mother, Luise Meckel, was
a woman of remarkable ability and in spite of the French officers'
presence, the house was a rallying point for the leaders of Prussia,
high officials of the university, and members of the nobility, among
them Prince Wilhelm of Prussia, brother of the king.
Time never hung on Meckel's hands. After the suspension of
university activities he devoted his time to several simultaneous pro-
jects: the development of his museum, embryological experiments,
and the translation of three text-books: Abernethy's Surgical Obser-
vations, Cuvier's Leqons d'anatomie compare6e, and Wolff's long-
ignored paper on the embryology of the intestine of the chick. To
the two latter he made many additions from his own observations.
Some of his Beitrdge zur vergleichenden Anatomie* must have been
prepared during this time. In 1807 he went on a collecting trip to
Sardinia since Naples was closed to him because of the political
unrest.
When the city of Halle took the oath of allegiance to Jerome
Napoleon in May, 1808, the University was permitted to reopen
and Reil, as dean of the medical faculty, had to appoint many new
professors. Loder had gone, so Meckel was named professor ordi-
narius of anatomy, pathological anatomy, surgery, and obstetrics.
On March 20th of the following year, Johann Friedrich the
younger, married Friederike von Kleist, daughter of the former
commander of the fortress in Magdeburg and later commandant in
Halle. She was a girl of unusual beauty and charm, who even at
the age of 20 fitted into the life at the "Riesenhaus" and assisted
her mother-in-law in her various social and charitable activities
during the difficult days of the French occupation. To the already
large group of distinguished friends of the household, she added her
own wide circle of friends and relatives prominent in the society
and government of Prussia. As a child she had been a favorite
of Marshal Bljucher, who often accompanied King Friedrich Wil-
helm III on his visits to her father's home. In memory of this
* The fifth article in the first volume of this series (1809) established for
human embryology what Wolff had seen in the chick embryo-the connection of
the intestine with the yolksac-and gave the first explanation of the anomaly which
had been described by predecessors, but not understood. It is now known as
Meckel's diverticulum. A more elaborate description was given the same year in
Reil's Archiv and illustrated later in the Tabulae anatomico-pathologicae (1817-
1826).
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friendship, she received from the old general as a wedding present,
a highly prized square piano. She was Meckel's constant companion
and accompanied him on his frequent journeys to various parts of
the world. She shared his interests and took under her care the
sacred family museum. Denied children of her own, she lavished
affection upon the children of the Meckel and von Kleist families
and upon the lively little pet monkey which had the run of the
house and museum. Her companionship and the association with
many true friends and relatives, however, could not prevent the
development of the peculiar paranoid temperament characteristic of
the Meckel family.
It is difficult to do justice to a temperament and personality like
that of Meckel. He was an impulsive, proud, domineering, stub-
born, irritable, and intolerant individual whose internal drive secured
the accomplishment of much of his life's program but at the expense
of great wear and tear on himself and those he met daily. He was
capable, however, of such charming graciousness, tenderness, and
generosity that those who saw this side of his nature could overlook
his often forbidding-demeanor. He had absolute confidence in the
correctness of his own course and was convinced it was his duty to
follow it in spite of all obstacles. He acted from what he con-
sidered the highest principles and followed the promptings of his
"Geist" with grim determination. He was undoubtedly bewildered
by the conflicts which inevitably followed the interference of his
plans with those of others. A recantation of a conviction or the
admission of a compromise was impossible. There was only one
right way, andthat was his. A colleague, von Witzleben, who lived
in Meckel's house, remarked:
Everyone who comes into more or less close contact with Meckel finds
it difficult to remain continually in agreement with him. Meckel rightly
maintains, by his well-recognized ability, his position as a teacher, as an
anatomist, and as a physiologist of the first rank, he loves his subject so
enthusiastically, serves it so excellently, and works at it so much-but he
also demands a great deal from others and has become therefore exceedingly
jealous and self-seeking, suspicious, moody, and quarrelsome.
The smoke of battle has drifted away but one can still smell in
the accounts of the period the acrid fumes of the explosions that
shook the medical faculty of Halle a little over a century ago.
Meckel was not the only one who carried a chip on his shoulder.
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Sprengel and Reil disagreed violently, and the strife among the
younger members of the faculty became uproarious after Reil's
death. Meckel did not participate in these foreign wars but reserved
his forces for the protection of his own departmental and personal
rights. His intolerance of sloppy technic led to a vigorous discus-
sion of the deplorable condition the department had reached under
Prosector Schmidt. He objected violently when Privatdozent
Schultze took to demonstratingcadavers to students in his own home.
The Berlin zoologist, Rudolphi (1771-1832) remarked:
Professor Meckel treats his prosector as if he were a day-laborer. It isn't
easy to be a prosector, especially under a superior who easily finds a basis for
criticism when he sets out to do so. A teacher has a double duty, to educate
youth in his subject and to broaden his field by publication but the former
is the more important and the first duty. According to my view the director
is not worthy of his place who considers the museum to exist only for him-
self . . . It would be best if all museum directors were dead.
When the newly appointed director of the maternity clinic,
Senff (1776-1816), retained for his own use and teaching the fetuses
and the bodies of newborn children and of indigent adults that had
previously been acknowledged as the property of anatomy, it was of
no use to recall that Senff had been a student and intimate associate
of Philipp Meckel. To the new director of the anatomical institute
it was a serious infringement of his rights. It interfered with the
proper teaching of his subject and it deprived him of material he
was collecting for the comparative studies of development. With
forceful, heated letters he bombarded the university officials and
faculty and obtained a decision chiefly in his favor. The difficulty
reappeared later, however, for he wrote again complaining bitterly
that he had insufficient material to give proper instruction to the
youthful surgeons who crowded to see his demonstrations, to hear
his lectures, and to follow his admonition to learn anatomy from the
body rather than from a book.
As pathologist, Meckel came to conflict with the clinicians who
sent him the dead bodies from the clinics only after they had
removed those organs that were of particular interest to them.
Meckel felt that the dissection ofthese bodies should be his province
and that the clinicians could obtain a check on their diagnoses through
him without detracting from the value of the material for anatomical
and pathological research.
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The most violent of his quarrels was that with Dzondi (1770-
1834) who succeeded to the chair of surgery that Meckel relin-
quished in 181 1. Dzondi was affable, ostentatious, and shallow and
Meckel, who had an almost childlike reverence for genuine merit,
age, and dignity, could think of him only as a charlatan. He could
not tolerate one in whom he thought there existed a lack of knowl-
edge and scientific interest and to whom personal aggrandizement
was more important than the idealism of a genuine follower of
Hippocrates. Dzondi attempted to be friends with everyone and
welcomed in his home without discrimination Prussian princes and
French officers. He seemed irresponsible and lacking in funda-
mental loyalty, so that after the victory at Leipzig (Oct. 18, 1813)
his colleagues petitioned the military government to remove him.
To Meckel, as dean of the faculty, fell the duty of presenting this
petition. His violent patriotism and sharp tongue, in the vehement
prosecution of this duty, initiated the battle of personalities that
lasted until the death of the antagonists, and embittered the remain-
der of Meckel's life.
The combination of national and personal stress through which
Meckel passed during the 3rd and 4th decades of his life inevitably
threw into prominence the critical, sardonic, and bitter attitude by
which he came to be known. Martins4 wrote in a biographical note
two years after his death:
When his health declined, he became difficult to approach. His friends
suffered to see such a superior person always morose and creating imaginary
troubles without end. From his childhood he had been subject to insomnia,
an affliction which increased and became finally a veritable torment. To
this was added an affection of the liver which appeared to be hereditary in
his family and all doctors know that when the functions of that organ are
disturbed there appears to be a black veil spread over all nature and the
unhealthy imagination of a hypochondriac distorts every object. He poured
out on himself the disfavor of the world and a secret reproach which added
still further to his sufferings. Sometimes Meckel showed what he had been,
and in these rare moments his friends could not help admiring the richness
of his thoughts and the charm of his spirit. But those who approached him
only occasionally saw in him only a harsh person without consideration,
always bitter and sardonic. Often he hid under a mask of irony expressions
in which an attentive observer would have recognized without difficulty the
sorrow of an affectionate man who is aware of his weakness and fears to
appear sensitive. A small number of his intimates understood him but most
of them blamed him without consideration and saw ill nature where there
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was only illness. They would have judged differently if they had seen
him at the times when the memory of old friendships and of imaginary wrongs
wrung tears from him.
An interesting picture of Meckel is found in the notes made by
Stromeyer2 (1804-1876) while on a "Studentenreise." Of his
experiences in Halle in 1826, he wrote:
Neither of the two surgeons (Weinhold and Dzondi) enjoyed the
special respect of the students. The master minds of the medical faculty
were Johann Friedrich Meckel and Peter Krukenberg.
Meckel, professor of anatomy and physiology, at that time 45 years old,
had fine great blue eyes, a high forehead, and expressive features. He spoke
with great vivacity, wisdom, and witty penetration. His gentle wife was
equally intelligent and cultured. He received me in friendly fashion and I
spent my evenings with this interesting couple.
His collection was Meckel's chief pride and concern, as it was
to his father. He enriched it by every possible means and defrayed
the cost from his own inherited resources. His salary was not great
but from it he defrayed many of the departmental expenses and
occasionally requested additional remuneration from the state offi-
cials, without much success. His various foreign journeys were the
result of his restless energy and his insatiable desire to acquire new
material for study. In 1811 he went to Naples with his brother,
August Albrecht, and a Greek student, Arsaky,* who had been
attracted to Halle by the world-wide fame of its learned professor
of anatomy. There the trio studied and preserved Mediterranean
fauna, especially molluscs and ascidians to ship back to Halle. In
1818 Frau Meckel accompanied him to Holland, England, and
France where he visited the Hunterian Museum and refreshed his
contacts with the superb collection at the Jardin des Plantes. The
following year he went to Vienna and the summer of 1821 was
spent in Paris and at Cette, a part of the French Mediterranean
coast where he found the fauna particularly interesting. Sicily was
revisited in 1824, but Naples (1829), Venice, and Trieste (1831)
were especial favorites. Salzburg was visited in 1828. The con-
sequence ofthis travelling to regions with varied fauna and the pur-
* It was very probably on this expedition that Arsaky began the study of the
brains of fishes which resulted in a doctoral dissertation in 1813, in which the
optic lobes of fishes were for the first time homologized with the corpora quadri-
gemina of higher forms.
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chase of other collections, such as Nolde's large group of embryos,
was a museum which was the admiration and envy of contemporary
German biologists. It was not an idle assemblage of biological
objects, however, but a library of source material for contributions
of far-reaching scientific significance, for the illustration of lectures,
and for investigations by his students. From his laboratory came
many papers, among them theses by Schalk on ascidians, Konrad on
echinoderms, Kosse, Leue, and Fieder on molluscs, Loewe on
respiratory organs of insects, Arsaky on the brains of fishes, Mertens
on amphibians, Lorenz on reptiles, and Fouquet on the comparative
anatomy of the organs of respiration. His own researches were
kaleidoscopic in their range and variety. He took the zoological
world in its morphological, developmental, physiological, and patho-
logical aspects for his province. When he received calls to Jena
and Wurzburg, he declined them without much question because
he could not be sure of continued support for his collection. Such a
monument could not be taken lightly and it tied him to Halle with
strong bands. But when he was honored by an invitation to the
chair of comparative and morbid anatomy at University College,
London, in 1827, he was sorely tempted. To hold him and his
museum in Germany, the minister of education offered-him a post in
Berlin but wished him to leave his collection in Halle, an impossible
separation. As an inducement to forego the English attraction,
therefore, he was offered 500 talers salary increase, appointment as
royal privy counsellor in medicine, permission to use cadaver
material for the enrichment of the collection and, still more unusual,
a prosector supported by state funds to prepare materials for it.
Such a state subsidy for a private project fanned higher the flames
of jealousy and envy among his colleagues, but it was probably the
chief factor in his decision to remain at Halle. Although he thus
declined the calls to new positions, he was disappointed when the
expected invitation to take over Rudolphi's chair in Berlin went
instead to the rising young star, Johannes MUller.
The desire for recognition of his ability as a scientist was like a
gnawing hunger. His melancholic disposition demanded constant
external reassurance that he was approaching in the eyes of others
the ideal by which he judged himself and his colleagues. The
honors showered upon him were many and would have more than
satisfied a less ambitious and more balanced disciple of science. He
was especially pleased by the recognition implied in his election to
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fellowship in the academies of science of Munich, Copenhagen,
St. Petersburg, Stockholm, Paris, and Gottingen, as well as the
Imperial Academy of Natural Philosophers, in the medico-surgical
academies and societies of London, Copenhagen, St. Petersburg, and
Philadelphia, in the natural science academies and societies of
Moscow, Naples, Marburg, Zurich, Geneva, Halle, Erlangen, and
of the Lower Rhine, and in the Linnean and zoological societies of
London. He was appointed honorary professor at the Russian uni-
versity of Wilna. In recognition of his service in directing a mili-
tary hospital during the campaign of 1813 he was made a Knight of
the Iron Cross, of the Order of the Red Eagle, and of the Russian
Order of Wladimir. These titles he proudly listed under his name
in his books, but even this could not maintain him in a happy state.
He gradually withdrew from the world of social intercourse which
he had previously enjoyed so much and found solace only in his
science. The insomnia that had troubled him all his life became
increasingly severe during the last ten years and was accompanied
by hepatic pathology with ascites. His unhappiness augmented by
his poor health and the frightful shock of his beloved wife's almost
fatal illness in 1831 combined to make him seek a quiet resting place
in rural surroundings. He found it in Giebichenstein- in the Saale
valley. His incapacity must have been great, for he even proposed
selling his collection to the University, a transaction which was not
consummated until two years after his death. In the vain but
ardently cherished hope of recovering his health, the Meckels went
to Carlsbad for the water cure. He died on the last day of October,
1833, and was buried in the graveyard of the church at Giebichen-
stein where at last he found rest, peace, and an undisturbed sleep.
It is quite obvious from the brief and often inaccurate biographi-
cal notes to be found in even the better histories of medicine and
surgery, that the significance of Johann Friedrich Meckel, the
younger, to his own period as well as his influence on later medical
and scientific thought and philosophic concepts is little appreciated.
To the student and practitioner of today he is merely a name-tag for
an intestinal anomaly. He not only made important original con-
tributions, however, but he synthesized them with the literature, so
that his books were excellent summaries of the existing state of
knowledge. His Handbuch der pathologischen Anatomie replaced
his father's edition of Voigtel's Handbuch as the standard text in
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pathology. Its influence reached into all the biological world, for
it approached the problems of normal and atypical growth from the
point of view of their source in the vital processes of the developing
egg, and in the consequences of reaction between heredity and
environment. In his great System der vergleichenden Anatomie
he compressed the knowledge upon which was founded the predomi-
nance of German investigators in comparative anatomy during the
succeeding years of the century.
At the same time that he was writing his text-books Meckel was
carrying on his activities as an editor. The Archiv fiur die Physi-
ologie which Reil had founded and maintained with the assistance
of Autenrieth was suspended upon the departure of the latter from
Halle. In 1815, Meckel revived it as the Deustches Archiv filr
die Physiologie. The early volumes were largely filled with his
own contributions and with his translations of foreign contributions.
In addition, he provided abstracts and re'sumes of the medical litera-
ture of the world. In 1826 the journal became the Archiv fgr
Anatom4e und Physiologie and after his death it was continued under
the editorship of Johannes MUller. How one man could travel so
extensively, make beautiful museum preparations, write volumes of
text-books andtranslations in long hand, edit one of the most signifi-
cant scientific journals of the time, maintain a tremendous series of
investigative studies, and still be an inspiring teacher, is almost
beyond human understanding. His scientific output was not the
product of a school which he directed and for which he took the
credit but the result of his personal labor. He was almost never
satisfied with anything unless he had done it himself and there was
no associate to complete his unfinished work after his death.
The impress of Meckel's erudition has been left in many of the
more specialized compartments of anatomical investigation. Hardly
a current problem of anthropology was ignored in his text-books.
He made many original anthropometric studies of fetuses and adults.
Our knowledge of and interest in many of the endocrines date from
his writings on the normal and pathological anatomy of the thyroid,
thymus, and adrenal. Although the mammalian ovum had not yet
been seen and the liquor folliculi was thought to be the fertile
material, his interpretation of dermoid cysts was strikingly close.
Unfortunately, he antedated the cell theory and much of his work
lacks the completeness which cellular analysis would have given it.
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The attention of the immediately succeeding generations was turned
from Meckel's work by the excitement the cell theory aroused, but
they have built, often unknowingly, on the foundation he laid.
Although Meckel did not take an active part in the controversy
raging over the method of transmission of inheritance and of the
development of the individual, his translation (1812) of Wolff's
long-forgotten treatise on the development of the chick provided
the greatest evidence in support of the theory of development by the
expression of potentialities (epigenesis), and dealt a devastating
blow to the theory of preformation. The latter interpretation had
been in the ascendancy from the time of its acceptance by Haller.
Meckel's biological philosophy followed in general the tenets
of the "Naturphilosophie" of his time. This was based on the
Aristotelian conception of two primary attributes of existence, i.e.,
idea and matter. The visible world was conceived as the product
of the interaction of the two. Thus the differences in types of
animals would result from the differences in the idea or vis essentialis
which gives form to matter. Observation of a wide variety of
animals revealed to Aristotle that living objects could be arranged
in order ofcomplexity. So it appeared that there existed a hierarchy
of ideas or of dynamic plans which were similar in having a common
fundamental idea (archetype) but different in the variations of their
complexity. To the comparative anatomist and embryologist the
Aristotelian concepts were clearly illustrated by the basic similarity
of almost all animals and by the similarity of certain embryological
stages of more complex animals to the adult forms of simpler organ-
isms. In the developing embryo especially, one could almost see
the idea acting on matter to give it a characteristic appearance. The
more Meckel compared embryos of varied origins the more evident
it became that a generalization could be drawn concerning their
relationships. It was expressed in his discussion of the general laws
of formation thus: "The degrees of development through which
man passes from birth to the period of perfect maturity, correspond
to constant formations in the animal kingdom." This generaliza-
tion was expressed repeatedly in his writings, was confirmed by
Serres and became known as the Meckel-Serres Law. It was
revived and reworded to become von Baer's Law that "ontogeny
recapitulates phylogeny." Haeckel exploited this as evidence in his
support of Darwinian evolution without acknowledging Meckel's
contribution to it. Its popularity resulted in a notorious reduction
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to absurdity when the concept was invoked by philosophical psychol-
ogists to explain postnatal human behavior.
The more significant consequence of his application of Aristo-
telian philosophy, however, was Meckel's interpretation of anoma-
lies and teratological malformations. In his collection of embryos
were many that exhibited striking differences from the normal forms
of the same species. For centuries, these deviations from the norm
had been attributed to malign supernatural influences or to mechani-
cal injury. Meckel's wide knowledge and experience and his acute
powers of observation led him to note that "most anomalies of higher
forms correspond to the normal developmental stages of lower
forms" and to make the deduction that: "All organisms have one
primitive fundamental type: hence one may be transformed into
another." For him, then, most anomalies were the result of an
arrested development or an excessive development of a portion of
the embryo because of a variation in the degree of the vis essentialis
or formative power. He became so convinced of the causative agent
that he only slightly qualified his statement when he said, "Thus
almost all the congenital deviations from the normal are primitive,
or at least do not result from mechanical causes." He failed to
recognize what Johannes Muller later asserted, that a normal egg
might develop abnormally under the influence of external factors.
Although his vitalistic explanation of the cause of anomalies could
not endure permanently, he had shown theway to a rational explana-
tion and investigation of one of the darkest fields of pathology. His
writings were a source of great stimulus to Rokitansky (1804-1878),
the medical student and young pathologist who was led to make a
careful study of anomalies and who passed on to the generations
trained under him in Vienna the illuminating interpretation of
teratology.
AUGUST ALBRECHIT MECKEL (1790-1829)
August Albrecht Meckel was born in the "Riesenhaus" in Halle
April 4, 1790, and, like his brother, Johann Friedrich, the younger,
received his early education in the schools of his native city. In
1807 he went to Jena to carry on his university studies but returned
to Halle to complete the work for his doctorate, which he received
under Reil in 1810, with a dissertation, "De 'genitalium et intes-
tinorum analogia." During the interval between taking his doctor-
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ate and his activities in the Napoleonic Wars he assisted his brother
in the work of the family museum and is said to have accompanied
him on the trip to Italy, when they made a large collection of the
Mediterranean fauna. In 1813 he saw active service as Oberj'ager
in the LUtzow Freikorps, and later as field surgeon and apothecary.
When the hostilities had ceased and he was again free to pursue his
academic interests, he took up the position as prosector in anatomy
under Johann Friedrich, which he is said to have held from 1815 to
1818, and assisted in the preparation of specimens for the museum.
At the same time he was privatdozent of physik and forensic medi-
cine and in 1817 he was named professor extraordinarius. During
this period he was on the editorial board of theD)eutsches Archiv filr
die Physiologie and was an active contributor to it.
He was married to Luise Schmelzer, daughter of the professor
of law, in 1817. His interest in the legal aspects of medicine may
have been stimulated by his association with his father-in-law.
Like his elder brother, he was enthusiastic, charming, and ambi-
tious. His artistic ability was demonstrated in the excellent draw-
ings with which he illustrated his own scientific papers and some of
those of his brother.
Although two of his sons died at an early age in institutions
for the insane, August Albrecht is not reported to have exhibited
the emotional instability so common in his family.
The call to the professorship of anatomy and forensic medicine
took him to the University of Bern in 1823 (according to some
reports, 1821). He wrote on the structure of feathers, the anatomy
of the avian brain, the structure of the intestinal villosa and of the
ear, and on many pathological conditions that he found in his
brother's collection, or observed in his new position at Bern. His
text-book oflegal medicine and his contributions on infanticide reveal
a logical, methodical mind. His list of publications would undoubt-
edly be more impressive had it not been for the tuberculous infection
that caused his early death. He died March 19, 1829.
JOHANN HEINRICH MECKEL VON HEMSBACH (1821-1856)
The scientific and artistic attributes of the Meckel family
flowered again in the fourth generation in the son of August
Albrecht, (Johann) Heinrich Meckel von Hemsbach. He was born
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at Halle in 1821 and when he was one year old his family moved to
Bern. After his father's death he returned to live with his relatives
in Halle. In the childless home of Fritz and Friederike Meckel,
the young nephew was extremely welcome. He studied in the
schools of Halle and took advantage of the opportunities of dose
association with his stimulating and often provocative uncle. It is
very likely that he picked up many of the behavior patterns of
the latter, for he himself became noted for his imperiousness, sar-
casm, and superior mien.
In 1839, the patent of nobility that had been granted to the
family in 1682 with the title, "Meckel von Hemsbach" was renewed
for the family of August Albrecht. Heinrich dropped his first
name, Johann, and was thenceforth known as Heinrich Meckel von
Hemsbach.
He entered the University of Halle in 1840 but after three
semesters transferred to Berlin where he came in contact with the
intriguing personality of Johannes MUller. During the five semes-
ters at Berlin his studies were interrupted by phthisis which confined
him to his bed for a long period. He returned to Halle and took
his degree in 1845 with a dissertation, De genesi adipis animalibus.
He carried on further distinguished work in histology and embryol-
ogy under d'Alton at Halle, and Johannes MUller at Berlin. His
Habilitationschrift, De pseudoplasmatibus in genere et de carcino-
mate inspecie, appeared in 1847 containing also some of his observa-
tions on the sexual organs and on the one-celled glands of lower
forms published the previous year in MUller's Archiv. During the
immediately succeeding years he published a number of varied
papers on pigmentation, and the anatomy, embryology, and physi-
ology of the urogenital system. In 1849 he went to Vienna, where
he performed necropsies and prepared contributions based on his
observations. He was appointed prosector of anatomyat the Charite
in Berlin in 1852, and became the instructor of pathological anatomy
at the University. He thus returned to the position which his
great-grandfather had occupied a century before. He applied him-
self with such enthusiasm that his health broke down again and he
had to retire from his activities for a short time. When he thought
himself cured, he returned but, again, his enthusiasm and inter-
est in his work led to a breakdown. He was appointed profes-
sor extraordinarius in 1855 and if it had not been for his illness he
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would undoubtedly have been appointed to the professorship that his
great-grandfather had held. On January 30, 1856, he succumbed
to his recurrent pulmonary disease. His death left the professorship
of pathological anatomy open for Virchow who had preceded him as
prosector and who was recalled to Berlin to occupy the chair.
During his period in Berlin, Meckel von Hemsbach published a
number ofpapers on pathology in the Annalen des Charite Kranken-
hauses. They dealt with ophthalmic pyemia, fevers, the chemical
constitutional bases for disease, and his remarkable theory of the
mutual antagonism of certain diseases. Two of his writings on
cartilage formation and calcification were published posthumously
under the direction of Billroth,* a close friend and pupil. One of
them was an octavo volume entitled Mlikrogeologie, which discussed,
as one might imagine, the various calculi to be found in diseased
areas, a subject to which his great-grandfather and uncle had made
notable contributions.
His most important discovery, namely, the theory of cholesterin
disease, "cholestrinkrankheit," disappeared from the literature after
his death. It was erroneously rechristened "amyloid" because of
Virchow's idea that it had to do with some kind of starch-like
material. Meckel had not onlytraced the characteristic iodine color
to its chemical source but he had also obtained cholesterin from the
fatty tissue and illustrated the characteristics of the disease by a
series of cases. Virchow's misconception of the chemistry involved
led to a misunderstandingofthe fundamentalsignificanceofMeckel's
analysis. In a similar manner, his studies on the duality of disease
are forgotten. Taking Rokitansky's theory of the reciprocal exclu-
sion of cancer and tuberculosis as a starting point, he developed a
new theory of constitutional reaction in which the disturbance of
the acid-base equilibrium was the exciting cause. He carefully
classified the constitutional types predisposed to certain diseases
according to their physical and psychological characteristics, their
symptoms, and their response to treatment. His contemporaries
could not yet understand the significance of constitutional pathology,
and it was many years before this factor in physical and mental
illness was realized.
With the death of Heinrich Meckel von Hemsbach the active
* Billroth had been privatdozent for surgery and pathological anatomy in 1856
and began his teaching under the direction of Meckel.
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service of the Meckel family in medicine came to an end, but their
significance in the development of scientific and medical thought has
been far greater than has been generally recognized.
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